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Abstract: Rural–urban gradients offer an appropriate ecological framework for understanding relevant
social issues to sustainability and policy planning. We tested the hypothesis that human population
growth rate at a local scale is indirectly driven by spatial and rurality gradients, which can be applied
to cultural landscapes in Mediterranean Europe. The whole of local administrative/spatial units of
Spain—8125 municipalities—, previously classified into five categories along a rural–urban gradient,
was used as a case study. Several geospatial patterns and associations among local average per
capita population growth rate, population mean age, road accessibility, and other environmental and
landscape variables linked to rurality gradients were identified by means of geographic information
system (GIS) and multivariate statistics. Regression analysis was used to assess the relationship
between population size changes through time and other demographic and territorial variables.
Population growth rate was associated with road accessibility and rurality gradient, supporting the
established hypothesis. Short-term population growth or decline was directly driven by population
mean age. A visual hypothesized model of local population growth rate based on empirical evidence
is presented. The results are useful for decision-makers, from local land management interventions to
developing strategies and policies to address the demographic challenge.

Keywords: demographic trends; depopulation; land cover; landscape; land-use planning; population
ageing; population growth; rurality; Spain

1. Introduction

The increase in world human population size is a concern for global sustainability [1]. As Meadows
et al. clearly explained [2], the Earth is finite, and hence human population growth cannot continue
forever because of limits in the energy and material flows needed to keep these dynamics and the
associated rates of natural resource consumption and emission of wastes without exceeding the Earth
ecological carrying capacity, i.e., its capacity of self-maintenance and self-regulation [3,4].

The rate of growth of the world population was always quite less than 1% up to 1800, increased in
the 20th century with a maximum of 2.1% in 1962, and since then is slowing down, with a projected
growth rate of 0.1% for 2100 [5]. While world population size is expected to increase and peaks near
10,000 million people at the end of the twenty-first century, in recent decades there has been a concern
for an opposite trend, the population decline in some regions of the world [6]. During the last 50 years,
the population growth rate in the European Union (EU) showed a downward trend, reaching negative
average values at national level in the period 2004–2013 in 10 out of 28 EU countries [7].
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The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), considered population dynamics
as a relevant issue [8]. Future review and follow-up of the International Conference on Population
and Development (ICPD) Programme of Action ahead of the 25th anniversary in 2019 will be aligned
with the 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development. UNECE highlights three population change
trends, among others: (i) life expectancy increase; (ii) population ageing: people aged 65 years and
older projected to be the 18% of total UNECE population by 2030; and (iii) population decline in 20 of
the 56 UNECE member States by 2030. UNECE recognizes that some population and development
problems have not been researched enough yet. Hence, better integration of population dynamics
into development planning at national and subnational levels is relevant to comprehensively react to
demographic change and its implications.

There is a concern about demographic changes at the EU level. In 2015, the Federal Government
of Germany further developed the comprehensive demographic strategy of 2012 [9]. One of its
goals was to promote equivalent living conditions and a high quality of life in rural and urban areas
affected differently by demographic changes. In 2017, the National Government of Spain created the
Government Commissioner for the Demographic Challenge, concerned about the depopulation of
large parts of the territory and the national population decline projections in more than half a million
inhabitants in 2031 and more than five million of inhabitants in 2066 [10]. The Government of Spain
is now preparing a National Strategy on the Demographic Challenge. In March 2019 there was an
approval of the general guidelines for this strategy.

Another relevant spatial demographic change is that population growth trends are different in
urban and rural areas [11]. The average annual growth rate of the rural population is declining in all
world regions and is expected to change to about –2% by the year 2025 in Europe. Ageing is particularly
prevalent in rural areas of Europe, and rural depopulation is mostly located in Southern Europe [12].
Rural population is expected to decrease by 18.5% from 2015 to 2030 in Southern Europe, representing
then only 24.6% of the total population [13]. Rural depopulation in EU countries is clearly identified
as a negative phenomenon both, in their national sustainable development strategies and national
rural development programmes, which document an array of measures against this demographic
change, which is cause and consequence of population ageing, as well as migration in some eastern
countries [14].

Population studies and their applicability to address sustainability issues cannot be insensitive
to spatial context [15]. Rural cultural landscapes express the historical relationship between the
environmental components of the territory and the interactions with the human community that
shaped land-cover and preserved the variety and value of ecosystem services [16,17]. Urban land-use
expansion is driven by population growth [18,19]. Urbanization and farmland abandonment are
processes closely related to local population dynamics and promote landscape changes that threatens
biodiversity and cultural landscapes in Europe [20].

Some modern perspectives define rural areas as hybrid or networked spaces characterized by
multiple flows and dependencies linking urban areas and countryside [21]. Rural–urban gradients
provide an appropriate framework both for understanding patterns of land-use changes and
socio-ecological interactions [22]. The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS),
an organization that promotes conservation and protection of cultural heritage places around the
world, encourages knowledge generation about rural areas and landscapes, and comparisons at all
levels given the current transformation derived from demographic and global changes [23].

Spatial scale is critical for understanding human–environment interactions [24]. The total human
population of a relatively large country is merely an aggregate of local populations. Population changes
through time are not uniform within any country. Changes in the national total population mask local
population changes, particularly if the spatial distribution of the population is very uneven across the
country, as is common by population concentration in urban areas. In fact, most of the territory of
some Southern European countries shows population decline, i.e., negative growth rate at the local
level [25], regardless of the trend of change in population size nationwide.
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Though seeking to explain spatial heterogeneity in population growth rate seems to require
extraordinary efforts, this research deserves priority attention to address current demographic challenges.
Four broad types of driving factors influence population change: demographic characteristics,
socioeconomic conditions, accessibility and environmental/landscape attributes [26–28]. These drivers can
produce different effects through time and across space, hence understanding population change is
complex and requires transdisciplinary knowledge [29]. Often, changes in population size along time
in local spatial units of a country are described, at best, simply by means of maps and without delving
into the underlying factors of heterogeneity that shows. While description is valuable, an appropriate
appraisal of the spatial relevance of population dynamics and potential drivers for land planning at
different spatial scales should be implemented.

It is difficult to make comparisons on trends of change in population size and ascertain driving
factors [30]. Since 1961 to 2011, local population size changes in Southern Europe was linked to
migration and ageing [31], and to land-use and socioeconomic changes related to urbanization processes
and rural abandonment [25]. Understanding population changes are quite often conditioned by a
restrictive study scope, be it a territory or region of relatively small extension, or a specific category
of territory (for example, urban, metropolitan or rural areas). The study of local population changes
in large territories is a challenge per se due to the enormous spatial variability of potential driving
factors. Some important drivers in a local or regional geographic area might be less determinant or
completely irrelevant elsewhere. Besides, population changes in rural areas are very heterogeneous
and sometimes fluctuating, partly due to their relatively small population size [32].

Considering all the arguments presented, there is a clear gap in current knowledge about local
population changes across a broad geographic context. Filling this research gap is convenient to
formally address nationwide demographic trends of local populations [33]. Informed policymaking
on demographic issues requires new approaches that understand the network of interactions among
local population dynamics and land-uses, environment variables and other potential drivers [27,28,34].
This paper attempts to fill this gap by describing geospatial patterns in human population growth rate
and examining population dynamics and its potential driving factors together. This study provides
a simple preliminary framework for a wall-to-wall understanding of the different local population
changes using Spain as a representative and appropriate country for this research goal.

The aim of the paper is to test, through a case study, the hypothesis that human population
growth rate at a local scale is indirectly driven by spatial and rurality gradients. This hypothesis can be
applied to Southern Europe countries with cultural landscapes. The assumption of this hypothesis
is both, presence of a wide environmental variability within a large extension territory, and complex
interdependence among human population variables (density, age structure, and dynamics) and
extrinsic variables (environmental characteristics, land-cover/uses, others spatial variables) at a
local scale.

We analysed spatial variability in human population growth rate of local administrative units
of Spain (8125 municipalities) and potential drivers of change. The main results presented are the
following. First, the average annual population growth rate of each municipality along a recent period
(2007–2016) was calculated and mapped. Second, the main trends associated with population growth
rate changes at a local scale were identified by means of a multivariate analysis. Third, road accessibility
of each municipality was estimated and mapped, and variation in average values along a rural–urban
gradient of municipalities was described. And fourth, the relationship between population growth rate,
population mean age and spatial variables were examined by regression analysis. While the influence
of population mean age was statistically significant, spatial patterns of rurality and road accessibility
were also relevant potential drivers of population change. Finally, a simple visual hypothesized model
of drivers of population growth rate at local scale is presented.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area is the whole territory of Spain, the fourth largest country of Europe, with a total
land area of 505,253.2 km2. Of the country’s land, 97.5% is located in the Iberian Peninsula, and the
rest constitutes Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean Sea and Canary Islands in the Atlantic Ocean,
both inhabited. The territory of Spain is subdivided into 8125 local administrative units (municipalities)
in total. A municipality is the single and most relevant spatial unit for political decision-makers at
a local scale. The Spanish population is around 46.6 million inhabitants, though Spain is the least
populated country of Southern Europe [35]. Spain population density is lower than 100 inhabitants/km2,
but the spatial distribution of the population is very unequal (Table 1), due to rural–urban spatial
gradients throughout Spain’s territory [36,37]. There is a very accentuated rural territory (extreme and
intense rural) that corresponds to 33.4% of municipalities (almost 40% of country’s total area), which is
the place of residence of approximately 6% the Spanish population. On the other hand, semi-urban and
urban municipalities represent around 10% of the total (7% of the country’s area) and concentrate the
majority of the Spanish population (66.4%). Finally, 54.7% of municipalities are classified in the rural
and semi-rural category (more than 50% of country’s total area), which is inhabited by approximately
one-third of the Spanish population. Municipalities with a marked urban character have a set of
facilities to provide basic health, education, and other public services to the population that contrasts
with the predominant deficit in most of the rural territory.

Table 1. Absolute and relative figures of number of municipalities, total area and total population in
2016 by rurality categories [37].

Rurality Category Municipalities Area Population

Number Frequency (%) km2 Frequency (%) People Frequency (%)

Extreme rural 548 6.7 30,451.6 6.0 84,013 0.2
Intense rural 2167 26.7 167,669.6 33.2 2,673,965 5.7
Rural and semi-rural 4445 54.7 272,049.5 53.8 12,907,604 27.7
Semi-urban 731 9.0 30,088.1 6.0 14,111,638 30.4
Urban 234 2.9 4994.3 1.0 16,779,788 36.0
Total 8125 100.0 505,253.2 100.0 46,557,008 100.0

This vast territory presents a great heterogeneity of relief, climate, landscapes and land-uses [36–40].
Spain is the second most mountainous country in Europe after Switzerland, 50% of its area is dominated
by high and medium-elevation mountain relief, and an additional 40% of the land area presents
elevations between 400 and 800 m a.s.l. It is also one of the European countries with the longest
coastline (almost 6000 km). There are many topographical and geomorphological variants at a local
scale. Spain presents a remarkable climatic heterogeneity due to its latitudinal location, relief and
atmospheric dynamics [38], and can be roughly divided into oceanic, subtropical, warm Mediterranean,
continental Mediterranean and mountain climate regions.

The Atlas of agricultural landscapes of Spain identifies 20 broad classes of rural landscape [40].
At the local level, these landscape rural classes are very heterogeneous and consist of land-use mosaics
throughout the country [16,39]. Rural landscape in Spain is closely linked to the secular human
agrosilvopastoral activity and different forms of human population settlements for exploitation and
territory organization. Any dichotomous classification of the rurality of a territory of Spain, into rural
and urban categories, show both smaller population size and lower population density in rural
municipalities than in urban municipalities, as well as spatial concentration of population in urban
areas of the centre of the Peninsula and the Mediterranean coast, as well as the Balearic and Canary
Islands [35,36,41,42].
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2.2. Demographic Variables

Four demographic variables were considered in the 8125 municipalities, derived from the databases
of the National Institute of Statistics of Spain [43]: population size, population density, population
mean age and population growth rate.

Population size is simply the total number of inhabitants of each municipality; data from 2016 were
used. Population density is calculated as the ratio of population size in that year and the municipality
area (inhabitants/km2). The age structure of a population was estimated by a measure of the central
tendency of its age distribution, the population mean age [44,45]. This variable was simply calculated
as the arithmetic mean of the age of the individuals that make up each population.

The average annual rate of population growth was estimated for the period 2007–2016. It shows
the per capita contribution to the population change over a unit time period. This rate, also known
as the intrinsic rate of increase, expresses the change in population size as a fraction of the initial
population size. It was expressed as a percentage. Population change results from both vegetative
growth and migratory balance in a population and can be positive or negative, meaning population
increase or population decline, respectively [44].

Population growth rate was computed as:

PGR =
(1

t

)
× ln

( P
Po

)
× 100,

where PGR is the average annual population growth rate, ln represents the natural logarithm, P is
population size in 2016, Po is population size in 2007, and t is the number of years in the study period.

2.3. Territorial Variables

Municipal boundaries, available in shapefile format from the official cartography source, for the
year 2016 were considered [46]. Eight territorial or exogenous quantitative variables were considered,
that is, potential drivers of population dynamics of each municipality in the study area. These territorial
variables can be classified into three groups: environmental variables (four variables), landscape
variables (three variables) and one variable of spatial accessibility.

In addition, it was also considered a categorical territorial variable, rurality, which classifies each
municipality into five predefined categories (extreme rural, rural, rural and semi-rural, semi-urban
and urban, Table 1). This variable defines a rurality gradient without taking into account population
data [37].

Environmental variables were related to relief and local climate characteristics. These variables
were derived from spatial data in raster format. Average elevation was computed as the arithmetic
mean of elevation values in all pixels of each municipality area. Elevation data were derived from
a digital terrain model (DTM) of Spain with a spatial resolution of 1 km2 [47]. Average slope was
estimated in the same way considering the slope values of each pixel of the DTM. Distance to the
coast was estimated as the Euclidean distance from the centroid of the municipality area to the nearest
coastline point. The annual mean temperature was computed as the arithmetic mean of values of this
variable in all pixels of each municipality area. Temperature data were generated by machine learning
techniques and spatial modelling with a resolution of 1 km2, using databases provided by AEMET,
the State Meteorological Agency of Spain, for the 1988–2017 period [48].

The variables related to local landscape refer to the relative occupation of land-uses of each
municipality. Data were obtained from the more detailed spatial class aggregation derived from the
Information System on Land-Use of Spain for the year 2011 [39]. The percentage of agricultural land-use
includes all herbaceous and woody crops, as well as meadows and pastures for extensive livestock
use. The percentage of forest land-use includes all different types of deciduous and coniferous forests,
as well as dehesas, tree plantations and other types of natural woody vegetation. The percentage of
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artificial land-use includes all urban and tourist residential areas, industrial areas and other forms of
anthropogenic land occupation, like transport infrastructures and other built-up areas.

Different measurements of spatial connectivity or accessibility are used in scientific literature,
jointly with land-cover, as explanatory variables of urban expansion [18] or spatial econometric
models [49]. The selection of accessibility as a potential driver of population change is based on
empirical findings related to its relevance for land-use allocation [34] and employment and population
change [27,28]. Spatial accessibility measures the ease of reaching some specific destinations (attractor
areas) by people as a function of specific geospatial conditions under some assumptions. Therefore,
the road accessibility of any rural area to any urban area depends on the geolocation of those areas,
the available road network [46] and travel cost to the urban area, and destination quality. First, attractor
areas were defined as urban and semi-urban municipalities with a population size greater than 10,000
people. These areas provide goods; health, education, recreation, and other public and private services;
job opportunities, and may also include major administrative centres. Second, travel cost from each
municipality to the nearest five attractor areas was estimated by minimum travel time (in minutes)
through the available road transport network of Spain in 2016. Third, a population weighting factor was
included to estimate the quality or relevance of attractor areas, as a proxy of its supply of opportunities.

Road accessibility expresses the degree of potential directional connectivity of each municipality
in the study area, using methods described elsewhere [50,51]. It was computed by the following index:

Access =

∑ j
i=1

(
Ci j × P j

)∑
P j

,

where Ci j is the travel cost from municipality i to municipality j, Pj is the population size of the attractor
municipality and

∑
Pj is the sum of the populations of the attractor municipalities considered in the

analysis. Larger values indicate worse road accessibility to the supply of the attractor network of
Spain. Inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation was used to estimate spatial variation in road
accessibility. For each municipality, the average value of accessibility was computed.

The geographic information system (GIS) software ArcGIS 10.5 [52] was used for computing of
territorial variables, in particular its tools for selection and statistical and geometric calculation. Results
were stored in tabular format to perform the statistical analyses. Some variables were mapped using
the GIS software described, defining appropriate and representative classes of the existing variability
across the country.

2.4. Statistical Methods

First, considering the four demographic variables and the eight territorial variables, a matrix of
8125 municipalities × 12 variables was built. To assess the joint territorial and demographic variability
among municipalities, a multivariate analysis—principal component analysis (PCA)—was carried out
for dimensionality reduction. The analysis was executed with previous variable scaling to homogenize
variances, and fixing in five the number of main components generated. This allowed the synthesis
of information and to identify the main trends of variation among municipalities and the associated
demographic and territorial variables, in particular, the potential drivers of population growth rate.
The variable rurality was used as an external variable to explore the association with the rurality
gradient of municipalities. Second, the arithmetic mean of road accessibility and the standard error of
this mean of each rurality category of municipalities was calculated and represented by bar graphs.

Considering the observed values of the population growth rate, five categories of population
change were defined: very intense decline (less than −3%), moderate to intense decline (−3% to −0.5%),
relatively stable dynamics (−0.5% to 0.5%), moderate to intense growth (0.5% to 3%), and very intense
growth (greater than 3%). Similarly, road accessibility values were used to define five categories:
very low (over 60), low (45 to 60), medium (30 to 45), high (15 to 30) and very high (less than 15).
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For each rurality category of municipalities, the frequency distribution of population growth rate was
represented by histograms.

Statistical tests were applied to study the association and correlation between road accessibility
and rurality variables. A Chi-square contingency test was used to explore the interdependence between
both categorical variables. On the other hand, the relationship between both variables was analysed
using the Spearman correlation coefficient. For this, we used the quantitative version of accessibility
and an ordinal version of rurality. This last version measures the degree of rurality, assigning the value
1 to the extreme rural category and the value 5 to the urban category.

Finally, the present paper hypothesis was tested. The relationship between population growth rate
and the independent variables was studied using linear regression models. Three demographic variables
and nine territorial variables (rurality included) were considered as potential drivers. The base 10 log
transformation was applied to all independent quantitative variables before modelling. The categorical
rurality variable was transformed into four dichotomous variables by dummy coding [53]. The R2

or R2
adj parameter was used as a quality indicator of predictive models, according to the number of

independent variables. Simple and multiple regression models were built to explore the relationship of
population growth rate with territorial or demographic variables, separately for each type of variable.
For variable selection, the forward-stepwise method was applied in multiple regression models. Finally,
predictive models were built for three variables that were selected in the previous models. Due to the
detected relationship between population growth rate and population mean age, the influence of some
territorial variables on the population mean age was also estimated using simple regression models.

All calculations, statistical tests and graphs were carried out using the statistical package R [54].

3. Results

3.1. Spatial Patterns in Population Growth and Age

The average annual growth rate of the 8125 populations of municipalities of Spain in the 2007–2016
period was calculated and mapped (Figure 1). Population growth rate exhibited a great spatial
heterogeneity among municipalities. The range of growth rate values was very wide, extending
from negative high values evidencing an intense depopulation (−10.3%) to positive very high values
showing an accelerated population growth (22.3%).
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Only 30 cases (0.4% of municipalities) showed stable population size. Most of populations
(4487 municipalities, 55.2% of the total), distributed in 53.3% of the total area of Spain, showed a growth
rate lower than −0.50%; 577 populations showed less negative growth rates. Therefore, there was a
moderate to very intense population shrinking in extensive regions in rural areas in the country’s inland,
especially in the northern and southern plateaus, the geographical area of residence of 4.8 million
people (around 10% of the total Spanish population).

On the contrary, there was about a fifth of the populations (1656 municipalities, 20.4% of the total),
which only occupy 13.8% of the total area of Spain, had growth rate values higher than 0.5% and,
therefore, a predominantly moderate to intense population growth, although it was very intense in
some geographical areas. Areas with positive population growth were located mainly in the most
urbanized regions of central Spain and the coast and insular regions. Other municipalities with
this population growth type appeared dotted within the territorial matrix of shrinking population.
The territory of municipalities with positive moderate to very intense population growth rates was the
residence place of 14.2 million people (30.4% of the total Spanish population).

Population dynamics of municipalities differed markedly with relief type. Population growth
rate in mountainous areas was, on average, negative [mean ± standard error of the mean] (−1.11% ±
0.03%), more than two times less than in the rest of the territory (−0.47% ± 0.02%). On the other hand,
inland municipalities showed an average negative population growth rate (−0.77% ± 0.02%) whereas
it was positive in coastal areas (0.28% ± 0.05%).

The population mean age of each municipality was estimated and mapped (Figure S1). There was
a great spatial heterogeneity, the range of variation in population mean age was almost 50 years,
from 31.2 to 79.3 years. There was a spatial concentration of aged populations in northwest Spain,
where population mean age between 50 and 80 years prevailed. This area of aged population comprised
3579 municipalities, 44% of the total (34.6% of the total Spain area). It is the residence place of 1.4 million
people (3% of the total Spanish population). Within this territory appeared 642 municipalities dotted
with very high to extreme population aging (population mean age greater than 60 years).

There was a clear spatial pattern of gradual variation of the population mean age, from the
northwest to the south-southeast (Figure S1). Populations were younger (mean age less than 40 years)
mainly in the Mediterranean coast municipalities and insular territories, and metropolitan areas.
The areas with the youngest population mean age were always adjacent to others with intermediate
population age, between 40 and 50 years.

Relief type and distance to coast were also associated to population mean age geographic patterns.
The mean age of populations of municipalities in mountain areas was 51.1 ± 0.1 years, while it was
48.1 ± 0.1 years in non-mountain areas. On the other hand, in general, inland populations were more
aged (49.6 ± 0.1 years) than coastal ones (43.1 ± 0.2 years).

3.2. Trends in Local Population Growth Rate and Potential Drivers of Change

Figure 2 provides a two-dimensional plot of the variability of municipalities in the ordination space
produced by PCA analysis. Each dot represents a municipality with a code colour that corresponds to
the five predefined rurality categories (Table 1). There was reasonable goodness of fit because the first
and second principal components accounted for 55.7% of the total variance in the correlation matrix
among the 12 variables considered (64.6% after exclusion of population size and population density).
The two-dimensional plot, hence, identified two clear multivariate variation trends in municipalities
associated with underlying variables (see loading factors in Table 2).

The first ordination axis (PC1) explained 33.7% of the total variance. There was a continuum or
gradient of municipalities along this axis that was strongly associated with population growth rate
change. Five variables were related to this gradient and can be considered direct or indirect potential
drivers of change in population growth rate. The first axis ordered the municipalities from the negative
end, where urban municipalities with greater positive values of growth rate were located (Barcelona
and Madrid, among others), to the positive end, where more rural municipalities with more negative
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growth rate values appeared. Along the PC1 axis there was a trend to decrease in road accessibility,
percentage of artificial land-use and annual mean temperature, and a trend to increase in population
mean age and elevation among these local administrative units.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 25 
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Figure 2. Principal component analysis (PCA) scatterplot of 8125 municipalities of Spain represented
by dots along the two axes (PC1 and PC2) calculated from values for 12 demographic and territorial
variables from these municipalities. Each one is identified by a predefined rurality category (Table 1).
Axis 1 described a rurality gradient associated with changes in population growth rate and population
age; axis 2 described variation in land-use dominance and terrain slope (see Table 2).

Table 2. Loading factors of variables associated to PCA ordination space (see Figure 2). In bold,
the highest values of each component are shown. All correlation coefficients with p < 0.001.

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3

Population growth rate −0.63 0.03 −0.23
Population mean age 0.78 −0.03 0.23
Population size −0.27 0.01 0.58
Population density −0.49 0.04 0.72
Average elevation 0.82 0.00 0.25
Distance to coast 0.55 −0.43 0.24
Annual mean temperature −0.76 −0.29 −0.19
Average terrain slope 0.11 0.80 −0.13
Road accessibility index 0.79 0.11 0.16
Percentage of artificial land-use −0.71 0.03 0.52
Percentage of agricultural land-use 0.21 −0.91 −0.17
Percentage of forest land-use 0.12 0.94 −0.07

Municipalities with a flat land or a low average terrain slope and the predominance of agriculture
over forest land-use were at the negative end of the second axis (PC2), which explained 22% of the total
variance (Figure 2). Towards the positive axis end, there was a clear trend of increase in the average
terrain slope, decrease in the percentage of agricultural land-use and increase in the percentage of
forest area among the local administrative units.

The third ordination axis explained 12% of the total variance. This axis fundamentally segregated
the urban municipalities, between those with greater population density and population size, in this
order, and those municipalities with lower values of both these variables (Table 2).
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Distance to coast was the least significant variable in the gradients identified, due to its lower
loading factor, although it tended to increase along the rurality gradient towards the more rural end.
Neither population size nor population density were variables associated with population growth rate,
and none of them contributed to the rurality gradient.

To sum up, the two-dimensional plot identified the main spatial trend of variation of Spain
municipalities as a rurality gradient, from the positive end axis (extreme rural areas) to the negative
end (urban areas), which coincided with a trend of increase in population growth rate. The second
trend segregated the municipalities of Spain along the rurality gradient according to the proportion of
agricultural or forest land-uses among local areas. This spatial change was less accentuated in urban
and semi-urban municipalities.

Spatial trends in population growth rate changes across local areas of Spain were associated to one
demographic and several territorial variables. Population growth rate increased as population mean
age decreased, but also with a decrease in elevation and increase in road accessibility, temperature and
percentage of artificial area. Growth rate decreased and reached negative values in local areas when
the change in all those previous mentioned variables was in the opposite direction.

The average growth rate of local populations within each rurality category showed a gradual
trend of increase along the rurality gradient (Figure 3a). While in the more extreme rural category a
very marked depopulation dynamics was shown, in the urban extreme the opposite was observed,
i.e., growing populations but at a lower speed. The average growth rate in extreme rural populations
was −1.83% ± 0.09%. This rate became progressively less negative in intense rural and rural and
semi-rural populations, and reached average positive values in both semi-urban (0.86% ± 0.06%) and
urban (0.78% ± 0.10%) populations.
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Within all rurality categories, all classes of local population growth rates were observed:
very intense decline, moderate to intense decline, relatively stable dynamics, moderate to intense
growth, and very intense growth. Frequency distributions of local population growth rate values
within each rurality categories are given in Figure 3b as histograms with the defined growth rate classes.
All distributions were single-humped, but differed in the skewness and the predominant sign of growth
rate values. In extreme rural populations, distribution was positively skewed, with moderate to very
intense population decline in almost 80% of municipalities. In rural populations, a positive skewness
of distribution was also observed, with moderate to very intense population decline in around 75%
of municipalities. In rural and semi-rural populations, the skewness of distribution was smaller,
with moderate to very intense population decline in around half of the municipalities, and moderate to
very intense growth in 20% of municipalities. By contrast, the distributions of semi-urban and urban
populations were skewed left, with moderate to very intense growth in almost 60% of municipalities.

3.3. Road Accessibility Spatial Patterns and Relationship to Rurality Gradient

We identified 708 attractor municipalities, such as Madrid, Barcelona and Seville. Figure 4 shows
a spatial model of accessibility by road of the municipalities of Spain grouped into five classes (from
very high to very low accessibility). A 33.4% of the territory showed low or very low accessibility,
corresponding to the mountain ranges (Pyrenees, Iberian System, among others) and other inland
areas with greater geographic isolation or remoteness. Within these areas, a deficit in road transport
infrastructure appeared, they had a high rate of detour and hence very few accessible attractor
municipalities, i.e., there were constraints in access to basic goods and services for the people.
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Data source: Statistics National Institute and National Geographic Institute of Spain [46].

On the contrary, large areas of municipalities with very high accessibility were identified
(1272 municipalities representing 16% of the total and 9.3% of the national territory). This territory
corresponded to metropolitan areas of central Spain and the coast, especially the Mediterranean, as
well as most of the area of islands. In general, peripheral areas to the areas with very high accessibility
were even more extensive and with high accessibility. The whole territory of high and very high
accessibility represented 39% of the country total area.
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Finally, a transition territory, with medium accessibility, was identified. Its spatial distribution
was between the areas of low and high accessibility. It comprised approximately one-third of the
municipalities (27.5% of the country area).

The population of the 2479 municipalities with low or very low accessibility (around 30% of
the total area of Spain) was around 1.6 million inhabitants, 3.5% of the Spanish population. In 2227
municipalities of medium accessibility (around 25% of the country area), 3 million people reside, i.e.,
almost 7% of the Spanish population. In contrast, the 3415 municipalities of the territory with high and
very high accessibility (42% of the country area) is the place of residence for close to 90% of the Spanish
population (41.6 million people).

In addition to analysing the spatial variation of accessibility to the main economic centres,
it is interesting to examine the relationship of this territorial variable with the distribution of the
municipalities according to their rurality. Most of the extreme rural (76.8%) and rural intense (73.4%)
municipalities showed a low to very low accessibility. In rural and semi-rural types, only 9.7% exhibited
low or very low accessibility, while 77.5% showed medium or high accessibility. On the other hand,
most of semi-urban (87.8%) and urban (94.4%) municipalities had high to very high accessibility.
Significant statistical interdependence was observed between accessibility and rurality categories of
the municipalities (Chi-square = 6507, p < 0.001).

There was a significant correlation between accessibility and degree of rurality expressed by
ordinal values (ρ = −0.71, p < 0.001). An evaluation by means of regression between accessibility and
the five categories of rurality indicated that the latter explains 54.9% of the variance in accessibility
(F = 2240, p < 0.001). The functional relationship was a negative and growing contribution trend along
the rurality gradient (log Access = 1.75 − 0.04 × Int_rur − 0.32 × Rur_semi-rur − 0.62 × Semi-urb −
0.86 × Urb).

On the other hand, average accessibility showed a trend of gradual increase along the rurality
gradient (Figure 5). Thus, in extreme rural municipalities, the lowest accessibility was observed;
in rural and semi-rural municipalities it was approximately twice as large as accessibility in extreme
rural municipalities. Accessibility in urban municipalities was three times greater than rural and
semi-rural municipalities.
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3.4. Potential Drivers of Local Population Growth Rate

The relationship between population growth rate and demographic and territorial variables,
as well as the rurality of the municipalities, was formally evaluated through different regression
models (Table 3). These models explored the direct or indirect potential influence of the territorial or
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demographic variables, individually or jointly, on population growth rate to assess or elucidate their
contribution and relative importance.

Table 3. Regression predictive models of population growth rate (PGR), at local scale, using territorial
and demographic explanatory variables. Multiple regression models include all variables of each type
except the models of the last two rows. Access: road accessibility index; rurality categories: Int_Rur:
intense rural, Rur_Semi-rur: rural and semi-rural, Semi-urb: semi-urban, Urb: urban; Artif: percentage
of artificial area; Age: population mean age. For multiple regressions, adjusted R2 values are shown.

Regression Model Variable Type Equation R2 F p

Simple Territorial PGR = 4.08 − 3.23 × log Access 0.25 2720 <0.001

Multiple Territorial
PGR = −1.83 + 0.46 × Int_Rur +
1.25 × Rur_Semi-rur + 2.70 ×
Semi-urb + 2.61×Urb

0.16 375 <0.001

Multiple Territorial

PGR = 2.94 − 2.44 × log Access +
0.90 × log Artif − 0.31 × Int_Rur −
0.44 × Rur_Semi-rur − 0.52 ×
Semi-urb − 1.56 × Urb

0.29 552 <0.001

Simple and
multiple Demographic PGR = 33.2 − 20.1 × log Age 0.52 8636 <0.001

Multiple Territorial and
demographic

PGR = 31.9 − 19 × log Age − 0.39
× log Access 0.53 4437 <0.001

Multiple Territorial and
demographic

PGR = 31.7 − 19.3 × log Age − 0.08
× Int_Rur + 0.12 × Rur_Semi-rur +
0.35 × Semi-urb + 0.13 × Urb

0.52 1753 <0.001

First, population growth rate was significantly related to road accessibility (Figure 6a, Table 3).
The relationship between these variables was non-linear indicating that population growth rate
decreases with decreasing accessibility (higher values of this variable correspond to lower accessibility).
A few high accessibility values were associated with a very small decrease in growth rate. Although
the statistical model showed the trend of variation and provided an unbiased prediction of observed
population growth rate values, the existing dispersion indicates that its precision was not high, since this
territorial variable explains about 25% of the population growth rate variation.

Second, population growth rate was also significantly related to rurality (Table 3), and there was a
trend along the rurality gradient. The positive sign and magnitude of regression coefficients indicate a
positive and growing contribution of population growth rate from the most rural to the most urban
levels. The regression model with this single territorial variable explained about 15% of its variability.
When all territorial variables were considered, only accessibility and rurality contributed significantly,
explaining about 29% of population growth rate variability. Remarkably, none of the other territorial
variables considered contributed to predicted changes in population growth rate.

Third, population growth rate was significantly, inversely and non-linearly related to population
mean age, explaining 52% of its variability (Figure 6b, Table 3). Population growth rate was driven
to decrease by population mean age, though this decrease was attenuated as population mean
age increased.

It is noteworthy that population growth rate was not related to the other two demographic
variables considered, population size and population density.

Finally, predictive models, with demographic and territorial variables, were considered, but only
for three of the variables selected in the previous models (Table 3). Given that two predictive territorial
variables, road accessibility and rurality, were correlated and probably exhibited great redundancy,
both were modelled separately. Population growth rate was significantly, inversely and non-linearly
related to population mean age and accessibility. On the other hand, the predictive model of population
growth rate based on population mean age and rurality revealed the same trends identified for the
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independent variables separately. Both statistical models did not improve significantly the prediction
precision of population growth rate.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 25 
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of patterns of change in average annual population growth rate (period
2007–2016) with (a) road accessibility index and (b) population mean age, in 8125 municipalities of
Spain (log-scale for both independent variables). Dot colours represent different rurality categories
(Table 1). Road accessibility classes are indicated in (a). Regression lines fitted to data are shown (see
equations in Table 3). An outlier with a growth rate of 22.5% was omitted in the plots.

Given the interdependence between accessibility and rurality, the relationship of both territorial
variables with population mean age was explored. Population mean age presented a significant and
non-linear positive relationship with road accessibility (Figure 7; log Age = 1.47 + 0.15 × log Access;
R2

adj. = 0.42; F = 5396; p < 0.001) and negative relationship with the percentage of artificial area (log
Age = 1.72 − 0.07 × log Artif; R2

adj. = 0.37, F = 4849, p < 0.001). This indicates a trend of population age
increase with decreasing accessibility and the proportion of urbanized areas, in a progressively smaller
proportion as both territorial variables increased. On the other hand, population mean age showed
a positive correlation with degree of rurality (ρ = 0.46, p < 0.001). An assessment by a regression
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analysis between population mean age and rurality as a categorical variable indicated its negative
and increasing contribution along the rurality gradient (log Age = 1.74 − 0.03 × Int_rur − 0.06 ×
Ru_Semi-rur − 0.12 × Semiurb − 0.13 × Urb; R2

adj. = 0.24; F = 625; p < 0.001).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Drivers of Local Population Growth Rate

The results provide reliable evidence of spatial patterns and relationships among recent population
dynamics, population age, degree of rurality and road accessibility. The hypothesis of the paper,
the growth rate of the human population at the local scale is indirectly driven by spatial and rurality
gradients, was reasonably supported by the set of results. The wide variability in the growth rate
of local populations in Spain over the period 2007–2016 (Figure 1) seemed to be indirectly driven by
differences among municipalities in some territorial variables (Figures 4 and 5). The results suggest
that road accessibility and rurality were two key territorial drivers.

Road accessibility and rurality were interdependent and correlated. This finding coincides with
the observed association between accessibility and land-uses at the local level [18,34,55]. Accessibility
in urban areas is higher than in rural areas according to studies elsewhere [12,56–59]. The most urban
local areas of Spain presented greater road accessibility than the more rural local areas. The extreme
and intense rural areas are often inland, remote, located at a higher elevation and less accessible by
road than urban areas, a fact consistent with other studies carried out in Spain at comparable spatial
scales [60]. On the other hand, the importance of accessibility for sustainability is consistent with
its acknowledged application in land planning and relevance for territorial cohesion [61] and social
inclusion [62]. In particular, these results are in agreement with the observed relationship between
patterns of socio-ecological variation associated with a spatial gradient of rurality and transport
infrastructure network in the Madrid Region [22]. They also agreed with spatial patterns of accessibility
and change in population size in the southern Spanish plateau [60].

At the country level, employment and population changes are driven by road accessibility [27].
At the regional level, road accessibility can affect population growth rate indirectly through economic
growth and changes in employment opportunities [28,59,63], although the effect is complex. It can
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be positive or negative and vary with the degree of rurality of the territory [64]. In rural, suburban
and urban areas of the United States, accessibility does not affect population growth rate, although
it seems to reinforce some effects of spatial lag in population size change [33,65]. Some studies even
consider an effect of population dynamics on road accessibility and expected a decline or improvement
in accessibility in local areas of Spain and other Southern European countries with population decline
or increase, respectively [12]. Population decline is conspicuous in some mountainous areas of Europe,
where road accessibility is inherently low [66,67].

It must be emphasized that the road accessibility measure considered in this research is a functional
attribute that effectively expresses the potential functional connectivity in all municipalities of Spain,
taking into account the geolocation of main good and service supply municipalities. It quantitatively
expresses the potential flow of people from a local area, with or without this supply, to other areas
with a notable supply. It is not a mere structural descriptive spatial variable based on road network
length or density measurements [68,69]. Therefore, its relationship with the local population growth
rate is interpreted as a very relevant finding, since there is no known previous similar quantitative
study in Southern Europe.

A negative population growth rate in many rural areas of the United States, Canada and Southern
Europe is common and contrasts with the general or predominant trend of positive population
growth rates in urban areas, in particular, because of the spill-over effect [11,12,25,67,70,71]. In Spain,
accessibility change is considered relevant in the rural–urban continuum of municipalities [72]. As far
as we know, there is no explicit targeted research to explore quantitatively the relationship between
rurality degree of a territory and local population dynamics.

The distance between rural areas and urban and intermediate areas has a negative effect on
the rural population growth rate [73]. Rurality of a territory expresses differences in environmental
characteristics and the human uses of the landscape (Figure 2) and its road accessibility (Figure 5),
which determine different socioeconomic conditions that probably influence the demographic attributes
of local populations.

The results suggest that road accessibility and rurality are relevant territorial variables that
contributed to explain, independently and jointly, local variation in population growth rate.
Although the variance in population growth rate explained by these territorial variables was
not too high (Table 3), the results clearly suggest that an increase in road accessibility promotes
an increase in population growth rate. They also suggest the opposite fact, which must be
highlighted, low road accessibility promotes a reduction in population growth rate. This empirical
relationship, based on the recent dynamics of 8125 local populations, is a relevant finding because
it makes it explicit that territorial variables could influence speed and direction of change in local
population size. Both rurality—associated with local intrinsic environmental characteristics, landscape,
and human land-uses—and road accessibility—which is a territorial attribute partly extrinsic to the
municipality—seemed to be contributing factors of local variability in the growth rate of populations.

However, neither population size nor population density seems to be demographic drivers
of population growth rate at a local level in Spain. This expresses the absence of regulation
(denso-dependence) of human population size at local level in developed countries. This effect
on the growth rate, nevertheless, is considered relevant for local population dynamics in prehistoric
and historical times (until the 19th century), due to limitations in carrying capacity associated with
food availability [74].

Environmental suitability (associated to higher mean temperature) and high supply of employment
in industry or services, that could be related to a greater artificial surface, are variables with positive
influence for maintenance of human settlements and their population size. However, the results
indicate that, although these territorial variables may be associated with the rurality gradient, they were
not relevant to explain spatial variability in population growth rate, and hence, cannot be considered
as drivers. Nevertheless, population growth appears to be driven by an increased valuation of nice
weather as a consumption amenity in the United States [75].
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Variation in average population size and population density along the rurality gradient (Figure 2)
suggests a limitation of size and density of populations by territorial variables and historical factors,
but not a relationship with population growth rate [66,76]. This appreciation is relevant because
the inherent lower population size and population density in the rural territory are often associated
with population decline without an appropriate quantitative study. The results show that spatial
variation in the population growth rate among municipalities was independent of their population
size or density, while some territorial variables, such as road accessibility and rurality, were extrinsic
potential drivers. Attenborough emphasizes that human population dynamics must be understood in
an ecological context, and should not be based solely on demographic variables [77]. This influence is
reciprocal, since the increase in population size generates landscape changes, increasing the proportion
of artificial area and decreasing the proportion of agricultural land-use [78]. Both environmental
factors, natural and sociocultural, are important also to comprehend population spatial distribution
and population dynamics.

The importance of population mean age as a demographic driver was very high since by itself
it explained around 52% of the variability in population growth rate. However, the importance of
territory could emerge in two ways. Not all local demographic changes result from population age
structure. Both demographic factors—like migration–, and territorial factors—like road accessibility–,
could contribute together with population mean age, to population growth rate patterns. On the
other hand, population mean age was not independent of territory or rurality. Given that population
mean age decreased from the most rural to the most urban areas, degree of rurality—or even road
accessibility—might condition the variability in population mean age. Therefore, if some territorial
variables influence the age structure of local populations, they would influence indirectly on population
dynamics. This interpretation is consistent with the association between population ageing and rurality
at the sub-regional level [79].

4.2. Age Structure and Underlying Demographic Rates in Spain

The rate of growth in the short and medium term of any local human population depends on its
age structure. In addition, the age structure of a population is determined by its growth rate, a variable
that integrates the effect of fertility, mortality and migration, the components of demographic change
that, in turn, influences the population age structure [80]. The spatial variability in the growth rate of
local populations in Spain can be interpreted as the overall effect of these three components of change
in population size.

Geographic patterns of local variation in population mean age in Spain (Figure S1) showed
a similar spatial heterogeneity to that observed at different scales [36,76,81]. Population mean age
in municipalities of Spain increased with elevation and decreased with annual mean temperature
(Figure 2, Table 2). Population ageing was greater in mountainous and colder areas, which correspond
to extreme and intense rural populations, than in warmer areas (Figure 2). Population mean age is
an appropriate indicator of the age structure of local populations, a valuable variable used in studies
of population dynamics [44], and a good predictor of population growth [82]. Results showed that
population growth rate at a local level was inversely related to population mean age (Figure 6b),
suggesting that spatial differences in population mean age can contribute to differences in population
growth rates at a local level.

Some of the variables that may contribute to greater local population ageing may be demographic,
such as lower fertility rate, lower death rate among elderly people and a greater emigration of young
and adult workers. Among other territorial variables, an enabling environment or an adequate access
to high quality social and health services, could influence the previous demographic factors.

A high total fertility rate drives population growth, and a low fertility rate drives population
decline. The total fertility rate is low in Spain, as in other European countries, especially in the south [83].
The geographical heterogeneity of this rate [36], could contribute to differences in population growth
rates at the local level.
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A low crude death rate drives population growth, and a high crude death rate drives population
decline. In the period 2007–2016, there is very high heterogeneity in the average crude death rate across
the municipalities of Spain, with a variation range between 0%� and 83%� [84]. This geographical
heterogeneity could contribute to the observed differences in local population growth rates.

Depopulation of the rural territory is interpreted as a result of a negative natural growth rate and
emigration in some regions of Spain [41]. The operation of these same direct demographic causes can
be applied to other areas, including urban areas, which have suffered a population decline due to
industrial decline or other socioeconomic factors in some cases, as in other European countries [85].
Similarly, a positive natural growth rate and immigration are direct drivers of the change in population
size in other municipalities, even reversing trends of population decline [86]. Foreign immigration is
heterogeneous geographically, between 2000 and 2008 it is concentrated in some urban areas, especially
in the coast, and rural areas associated with agricultural development. The whole of the immigrant
population is younger than the native population, contributing to reduce population mean age of
the receiving population. Local economic development attracts immigration and lowers population
mean age [87]. This suggests that immigration can indirectly contribute to population growth by
increasing local fertility rate. Immigration of young people can have a compensatory effect of low
fertility, counteracting the impact of negative population moment on the population growth rate in
declining areas, especially rural, or reinforcing the effect of positive population moment on this rate in
local areas that experience population growth [88].

To sum up, the results suggest that, in municipalities with younger populations, the population
grows in the study period because, on average, birth rate exceeds death rate. Besides, a positive
net migratory balance could also contribute to a positive population growth rate at a local level.
In contrast, in municipalities with older populations, resulting from long periods with a low fertility
rate, population decreases because, on average, death rate exceeds birth rate. In these localities,
a negative net migratory balance could also contribute to a negative population growth rate.

The results emphasize that population size changes and ageing in local populations are
interdependent variables. This fact is doubly interesting. Its shows that the degree of population
ageing, expressed as the mean age of the population, drives population dynamics (Figure 6b). On the
other hand, it establishes a synthetic functional link between two dimensions of demographic change,
ageing and depopulation. Regardless of the geographical place where it occurs, population decline in
a territory seems to be directly related to its degree of ageing. The opposite is also true, population
growth is associated with a lower population mean age.

4.3. Visual Model of Drivers of Population Growth Rate

Figure 8 represents a simple visual model of potential drivers of population growth rate at a
local scale, which is based on the empirical correlation results presented. Neither correlation nor
regression analysis can prove causation. Statistics can only provide strong evidence in favour of or
against potential drivers. The picture merely expresses in a formal, explicit and hierarchical way the
preliminary hypothesis on magnitude and sign of the interactions or relationships between territorial
indirect potential drivers of change in population growth rate, and a direct demographic driver,
the population mean age. At the top, there are two territorial variables, rurality and road accessibility.
Both would have an inverse and reciprocal relationship since, although rurality is associated with
attributes of the territory—such as its topography and land-uses, which are independent of road
access–, road accessibility could also determine urbanization and local modification of land-uses.
However, the relationship between both variables reflects that the more rural and remote areas have
much lower accessibility than the more urban areas and vice versa.

In the second level appears population mean age. This variable could be indirectly influenced by
the two territorial variables, positively by rurality and negatively by road accessibility. These territorial
variables could influence, although also indirectly, population growth rate, but negatively and positively,
respectively. The negative relationship between population mean age and population growth rate
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suggests that population age structure would be a good predictor of the speed of its future growth
or decline.
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Therefore, the territorial variables would play two indirect ecological influences on population
growth rate, one that could operate through socioeconomic factors, and other through population
mean age. In other words, population mean age would be a direct driver of growth rate, but it could
be also influenced by territorial variables. The mechanisms of influence of population mean age are
demographic and well known. These mechanisms operate through an increase in the fertility rate and
a reduction in the death rate the lower the population mean age.

However, the potential influence of territorial variables is probably of an ecological and
sociodemographic nature. The less attractive territories due to the severity of the physical environment
or limitations in agricultural production are associated with deficits in road accessibility and basic
services, and limited job supply, among other characteristics very present in extreme rural areas.
These factors would promote population decline. On the other hand, the territories with the opposite
characteristics, typical of most of urban areas, are associated with moderate or intense population
growth. More rural and less accessible, and more urban and accessible, would be the opposite poles of
a gradient in local population dynamics, operating population mean age as an intrinsic demographic
variable that could be influenced by territorial variables. Territorial variables, in this sense, are extrinsic
variables that would control the local population growth rate.

The visual model presented is incomplete for three reasons. First, a single demographic driver was
considered, which emerges among the population variables considered. Although this simplicity was
intentional, the omission of population size and population density is consistent with empirical results,
which do not support any influence of both variables on the population growth rate at local level.
However, the picture could be completed considering local variability of emigration and immigration
flows, and other demographic components of population dynamics, such as fertility and death rates.
An evaluation of the relative contribution of these variables could help to better understand the spatial
variability in population growth rate.

Second, the visual model emphasizes the potential interdependence and importance of two
territorial variables that, although they are not identical, express certain redundancy or spatial
covariation. Rurality gradient exceeds the usual dichotomous territorial classification, explaining
how the degree of rurality influences population dynamics at a local level. The consideration of
more detailed territorial variables of each municipality, related to landscape spatial structure or to
socioeconomic structure, could also contribute to a better explanation of the spatial variability in
population growth rate. On the other side, road accessibility is an extrinsic variable to population
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and even partly extrinsic to the municipality. Accessibility to the supply of goods, services or jobs
seems to be a relevant potential driver of local population dynamics, but consideration of spatial
distribution and demand of specific services, for example, could change the number, importance and
spatial distribution of attractors, modifying the differences in road accessibility and improving the
predictive adjustment of demographic variables.

Third, results suggest the interest in conducting more detailed regional studies. These studies
should consider territorial and demographic variables with a higher spatial resolution, including some
of the relevance at a subnational level. This research could also contribute to improving the integrated
knowledge of driving factors of population growth rate at a local level in Spain.

Finally, the evaluation of spatial variability and modelling of population growth rate in other
periods, in Spain and in other Southern European countries, and the application of more advanced
data analysis methods, such as spatial regression techniques and machine learning, would allow both
testing the hypothesized model as well as deeper and integrated knowledge of drivers of population
growth or decline at local scale.

5. Conclusions

Human population growth rate at a local scale seems to be driven by population mean age,
and could also be indirectly driven by spatial and rurality gradients. These findings were presented by
a visual model based on regression analyses of more than 8000 populations in Spain. This visual model
represents a hypothesis that can be applied to Southern Europe countries with cultural landscapes.
Population growth rate increased with spatial accessibility and decreased with rurality. Population
growth rate decreased with population mean age. Therefore, the degree of ageing of a local population
seems to be related to population growth or depopulation of a territory.

The applicability of this general and simple hypothesized model to any large enough country
may be assessed provided disaggregated data of appropriate variables at the spatial scale of analysis
are available. It could be generalized and expanded in different ways, such as testing hypotheses
incorporating prior knowledge on extrinsic potential drivers, or by changing the spatial scale to identify
population dynamics and drivers for land planning at regional or national levels.

Promoting smart decisions in land-use and infrastructure planning and protecting rural cultural
heritage and ecosystem services, is as important as preserving human populations linked to territories
and their quality of life. The research agenda is complex but policy-makers demand useful models
for sustainable development. Science is needed to understand demographic challenges at national,
sub-national and local scales.

Any demographic strategy or high-level plan cannot ignore the size of local populations and their
drivers of change. Setting goals and appropriate actions to achieve these goals at different spatial
scales, and allocating resources to implement actions, requires innovation in virtually all policies to
ensure a sustainable future.
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